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I ntroduction

Heritability is arguably the m ost im portant single concept in the application 
of genetics to anim al breeding. As such, much has been w ritten about heritability 
and it is difficult to say anything new. Thus much of this paper will comprise 
a review of some aspects of heritability estimation, bu t I will then try  to put 
some of these problem s into an operational perspective. No attem pt will be made 
to give a comprehensive survey as I shall concentrate on those areas which 
interest me most.

At the outset, we should recall that heritability (in Lush’s narrow  sense of the 
ratio of additive genetic to total variance) can strictly be used for predicting 
responses to a single generation of selection. As a consequence of selection or of 
restriction of population size the heritability may change, and the heritability 
or genetic variances themselves do not contain enough inform ation to enable 
us to predict to w hat extent they will alter. To enable any such prediction we 
need to know the effects and frequencies of genes which determ ine the quantita
tive tra it of interest, and, except for a few identifiable m ajor genes we do not 
have such inform ation, nor are we likely to obtain any significant quantity of it 
in the forseeable future. Fortunately, gene effects have to be very large, in relation 
to the phenotypic standard  deviation, before genetic variances are likely to change 
substantially in the first few generations. Also, w ithout attem pting here to review 
the published w ork in detail, the general impression we have is tha t predictions 
based on present estim ates of heritability are useful for, say, five generations. 
In m ost experim ents this conclusion is based on a reasonable degree of linearity 
of response in the first few generations. The early experimental work is reviewed
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by Falconer (1960), the more recent is ra ther widely dispersed and an up-to-day 
review of experimental checks on prediction would be useful. Nevertheless, a 
period as short as four or five generations represents a substantial period of time 
in large animals and selection objectives may change before the predictions break 
down. There is also time to collect new inform ation on param eters such as heritab- 
ility from  the selection experiment or program m e itself. Therefore I believe that 
heritability (together with other statistical concepts such as genetic variances, 
covariances and correlations) will remain the «bread and butter* of anim al breed
ing for a long time to come, although we shall hear much of the use of single 
genes, biochemical m arkers and so on.

After this brief defence of the utility of heritability, let us now turn  to 
questions of estimation. Many of the problems refer also to estim ation of genetic 
correlations, which are obtained simultaneously in many analyses. The aspect 
of estim ation which I do not wish to cover is tha t of the methods of analysis. 
The widespread availability of computers and now of general purpose programs, 
particularly those of H arvey (1972), enable m ost analyses to be undertaken, even 
with highly involved designs and unbalance. There are, of course, a lot of pitfalls 
for the unwary in defining the correct model. Also there are difficulties in 
computing standard errors of heritabilities and genetic correlations in unbalanced 
designs and we should bear in mind that all such estim ates of standard  errors 
are approxim ate even w ith normally distributed data, w ith the exception of some 
for regression estimates of heritability. Useful inform ation on standard error 
estim ation is given by Dickerson (1969). Whilst fu rther analyses of the standard 
errors of heritabilities in unbalanced designs would be useful, if seems difficult 
to obtain results of any generality, since Monte Carlo m ethods are likely to be 
required and specific sets of family sizes of family size distributions would have 
to be studied.

The other useful facility which the com puter gives us is the ability to use 
maximum likelihood methods. With unbalanced designs explicit solutions cannot 
usually be obtained, but it is usually a straightforw ard procedure to w rite down 
the likelihood equation as a function of the data, and standard  com puter routines 
are available for numerical maximisation of the likelihood and for differentiating 
it to obtain sampling variances of the estim ates. One of the advantages of the 
maximum likelihood method is that it enables us to combine data from  different 
sources in an optimal way. For example, in m any control populations heritability 
could be estim ated both from the regression of offspring on parent and from  the 
covariance of half sibs, but by maximum likelihood a single, best estim ate can 
be obtained (H ill and N icholas, 1974). When we combine data in this way we 
have to assume that the different types enable estim ation of the same thing; 
for example, the correlation of m aternal effects between parent and offspring 
may not be the same as that between full sibs. Van Vleck (e. g. 1966) has discussed 
o ther effects which may cause offspring parent and sib heritability estim ates 
to differ.

In passing, it is perhaps worth recalling tha t there is a distinction between 
the use of offspring on parent regression and half-sib correlation estim ates of 
heritability for making or checking predictions of response to selection. That 
based on the correlation of contemporary relatives relies on the Mendelian and 
other assum ption of the quantitative genetic model for prediction of response,
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depends on the regression of progeny on parent. The agreement between response 
and a regression estim ate of heritability tests only the accuracy of estim ation and 
the linearity of the regression.

Precision of heritability estimates

I wish to discuss in m ore detail the choice of experimental design on the 
precision of heritability  estim ates. The earlier work in this area was by A. Robert
son, both on intra-class correlation estim ates (Robertson, 1959) and on offspring- 
parent regression estim ates (Latter and Robertson, 1960). More recently I have 
been concerned with offspring-parent regression using selected parents (H ill, 
1970), realised heritability estim ation (H ill, 1971) and the maximum likelihood 
estim ation from  parent and progeny data already referred to (H ill and N icholas, 
1974). The details of the optim al designs need not concern us here, but a few 
reservations need to be made. In all cases, the optimal design depends on the 
param eter which is itself to be estimated. Thus in practice we cannot use the 
best possible design, bu t have to rely on existing inform ation in the literature. 
Fortunately, it usually turns out that one design will be reasonably efficient over 
quite a wide range of heritability values. The usual criterion for choosing the 
best design has been tha t w ith the lowest variance for the same total num ber 
of animals recorded. This takes no account of any difference in cost between 
having say, a large num ber of families each of small size, or a small num ber of 
families each of large size. There would be no problems in incorporating such 
a requirem ent in the model [and Latter and Robertson (1960) have done so] 
except that the extra (cost) param eter would markedly increase the num ber of 
param eter com binations which would have to be included. Whilst it is possible 
to m anipulate family sizes readily in experimental species such as Drosophila, 
this is not always the case with large animals, where any data already available 
has to be analysed. Nevertheless there may be some scope for designing the 
experiment, or a t least avoiding very inefficient situations.

In  Table 1 the relative efficiences of some alternative heritability estim ators 
are given. In each case the appropriate optimal design is assum ed to have been 
used, and since the variances in each case are approximately proportional to the 
total num ber of animals recorded (T ), the variance is given as T.V (h2). Only two 
alternatives are considered: full sib families, in which it has to be assumed that 
there are no m aternal correlations so that the intra-class correlation inform ation 
can be used, and families in which all members are half sibs, such as in cattle. 
Situations in which the analysis is perform ed on only one sex (e. g. m ilk produc
tion, o r male growth rate) are included. The table is only intended to serve as 
a guide, w ith the m ain conclusions as follows: when selection can be practised 
among parents, very efficient estim ators can be obtained; if parents are not 
selected, it is generally w orth  incorporating progeny inform ation by maximum 
likelihood in a regression situation (although simple linear weighting methods 
ra ther than m axim um  likelihood can be used); at interm ediate to high herit- 
abilities, the covariance of half sibs is very inefficient. Further details can be 
found in the papers already mentioned; and specifically for the more general 
problem of a hierarchical structure of half and full sibs see Robertson (1959) and 
H il l  and N ic h o la s  (1974).
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TABLE 1

S a m p l in g  v a r ia n c e , V (h2), f o r  a total  o f  T in d iv id u a l s  r e c o r d e d , o f  a ltern a tiv e
HERITABILITY ESTIMATORS FOR EXPERIMENTS OF OPTIMAL DESIGN, HAVING SIZE M.
(U n l e s s  s p e c if ie d , p a r e n ts  are  a ssu m e d  to  be u n se le ct ed  and mated  at r a n d o m . T h e

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATORS ARE BASED ON FOTH PARENTAL AND PROGENY
INFORMATION.)

Method h2 0.1 0.4

Record on T. V (h2) n T .V  (h2) n

Full sib families:
Realised h2 (5 generations) .............................
Regression + selection + assortative mating. 
Regression + selection + assortative mating ...
Regression ...........................................................
Realised h2 (5 generations) ................................
Regression + selection .......................................
Regression ...........................................................
Convariance of full sibs ..................................

Half sib families (one progeny per dam):
Regression + selection .......................................
Regression ..........................................................
Maximum likelihood ..........................................
Regression + selection .......................................
Regression ...........................................................
Maximum likelihood .........................................
Covariance of half sibs ..................................

<3 & 2 0.36 6 0.85 5
<3 & 2 0.82 17 1.21 5
<3 & 5 1.63 6-7 1.92 1
<3 & 5 3.25 6-7 3.84 4
<3 or 9 0.94 7 2.30 5
<3 or 9 2.52 13 3.94 5
3 or 9 5.70 4-5 6.72 2

<3 & /° r  5 1.44 20 4.10 5

<3 1.93 23 2.68 11
3 5.18 7 5.70 4
3 2.74 30 5.45 4
9 1.90 23 2.51 10
9 5.06 5 5.20 4
9 3.36 43 4.63 15

3 &/or 9 3.04 40 10.37 1C

The method using selection of parents can not be used when heritabilities of 
more than one tra it or the genetic correlations among tra its  are required, but 
otherwise it is a simple procedure and seems to  have application outside labora
tory animals. For example, it is currently being used in an experim ent to estim ate 
the heritability of growth rate of early weaned lambs (J. B. Ow en , personal com
munication). The optimal family sizes tend to be ra ther large, especially at low 
heritabilies (Table 1) and of course depend on the param eter itself. However, it is 
possible to specify designs which have close to optim al efficiency over all herit
abilities in the range 0.1 to 0.8, and also have the desirable property tha t the 
same num ber of parents and progeny m easurem ents have to be taken, so that 
full use can be made of test facilities in each generation. These are listed in 
Table 2. Some departure from these can be made w ithout much loss of efficiency, 
but if the heritability is very low any change should be in the direction of larger 
family sizes.

E f f i c i e n c y  o f  s e l e c t io n  i n d i c e s

Thus far I have not tried to give any justification for obtaining precise 
estim ates of heritability. These we require both  to enable us to predict the rate 
of response, and also, when we use family inform ation, to obtain correct weights
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in the selection index based on family and individual data. The problem of 
accuracy of selection indices based on estim ates of genetic param eters has been 
discussed by H arris (1963, 1964) who was specifically concerned w ith an index 
based on individual m easurem ents on two traits. We have recently commenced 
a more general investigation of the problem, and I will ju st discuss some 
prelim inary results, based on indices for single traits. The methodology we adopt 
is the same in principle as that of H arris, but seems more straightforw ard.

TABLE 2

R o b u st  d e sig n s , e x pr e s s e d  as t h e  p r o p o r t io n  (p) o f  h i g h e s t  and l o w e s t  s c o r in g

PARENTS SELECTED AND PROGENY FAMILY SIZE ( n ) ,  FOR ESTIMATING HERITABILITY 
BY TH E REGRESSION OF OFFSPRING ON SELECTED PARENTS

Regression estimator
Sexes

recorded p n

Full sib families:
Regression on single parent .............. .......  6 & 9 10 % 10
Regression on mid-parent ................... .......  6 or $ 10 °/o 5
Half sib families:
Regression on sire .................................. <3 5 % 10
Regression on dams within sires .......... 2 5 % 10

Let us construct an index based on the deviation, X,, of individuals from family 
mean perform ance, and on X 2, the family mean, where c is the relationship of 
family m em bers (c =  1/4 for half sibs, c =  1/2 for full sibs) and n the family

size. The index, I, is constructed on the basis of an estimate, t, of the true in tra
class correlation of sibs, t. (We use t  ra ther than h 2 in our form ulae to perm it 
generality; if there are no environmental correlations of sibs, t  = c h 2). From 
L u s h  (1947),

I = X, (1— c ) / ( l  — t) + X 2 [l + (n — 1) c] /  [1 + (n — 1) f]

The response made using this index is proportional to the correlation, r(t) , of 
the index w ith true breeding value, f t turns out that

(w — 1) (1 c )- ( 1 - / )

a  —  i y
[1]

[1 + (n — 1) c]2 [1 + (n — 1) t] ) ~'h
+  ;  [

[1 + (n — 1) tY )

Now, if r ( t )  is the correlation using the true value of t, we have from T a y l o r ’s  
expansion

h2 '/2 ( ( n - 1 )  ( 1 - c ) 2 [1 + ( n - l )  cYl (
r(t) = (-----) -------------- :----- + ------------------ —  |

n ( 1 — t 1 + ( n— 1) t ) (

r * )  = r (t ) + U — t) r’ (t) + 1/2 (f — t)2 r" (t) + . . . [2 ]
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where r'(t), r" (t) are derivatives of r (t) w ith respect to t, evaluated a t t =  t. 

Since we are constructing the optimum index, r’ (f) =  0, and if t is an unbiassed
y

estim ator of t and its coefficient of variation is small, the expected value of r( l )  
is, from  (2),

E[r(t)]  = r(t)  + 1/2 V (t) r" (t) [3]

Evaluating this formula, we find that the expected proportional loss in accuracy is

( « -  i ) ( i _  cy
E [r (f)] / r (f) — 1 = 1/2 V (t) r" (t) / r (t) = - V  (t) [---------------------- +

1 — t
[4]

[1 + (n — 1) c]2 n2( n — 1) (1 — c)2 [1 + (n — 1) c]2
H---------------------------] ~2 X --------------------------------------------------i + (n — i) t 2(1 — t y  [i + (« — i) t y

Some examples are given in Table 3. Taking w hat appears to be an extreme 
example, consider the case of half sib families of size 16 w ith h2 =  0.1, when, from

Table 3, 1/2 r" (t)/r (t) =  — 16.10 V (t). Assuming the estim ate of heritability was 
from the covariance of half sibs, we have from  Table 1 that, w ith the best

design, V (h2) = 3.04/T, so V (t) = V (h2/4) =  0.19/T and the proportional loss in 
accuracy is — 3.1 /T,  with the optimal correlation being 0.396. Thus if the heritab
ility were estim ated on as few as 100 individuals, the loss would be 3 %, if 
on 1000, it would be 0.3 %.

TABLE 3

E ffec t  o f  e r r o r s  o f  h e r it a b il it y  e s t im a t io n  o n  accuracy  o f  s e l e c t io n  in d ic e s

( f o r  s y m b o l s  see  t e x t )

E[r( t )]
c h2 t n r(t) 1/2 r"(t ) /r( t )

r(t)
1 *

XT Xs

0.5 0.1 0.05 4 0.394 — 0.74 — 0.59 — 0.148
16 0.532 - 3.69 — 1.36 — 0.085

0.4 0.2 4 0.696 — 0.76 — 0.83 — 0.208
16 0.754 — 2.04 — 2.80 — 0.175

0.2 0.2 4 0.492 — 0.76 — 0.83 — 0.208
16 0.533 — 2.04 — 2.80 — 0.175

0.25 0.1 0.025 4 0.338 — 1.71 — 1.25 — 0.313
16 0.396 — 16.10 — 3.86 — 0.241

0.4 0.1 4 0.650 — 1.44 — 1.31 — 0.329
16 0.678 — 6.32 — 4.27 — 0.267

* For s families or T = sn animals recorded in an initial experiment of the same 
design.
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A situation likely to be encountered in practice is where the same family sizes 
are used in the initial estim ation of the intra-class correlation as in its subsequent

use for index selection. V (t), from F isher’s formula, can be substituted into (4) and,
A

if V  (f) is expressed as a function of T, the total num ber initially recorded, then the 
expected proportional loss in efficiency is inversely proportional to T. Values of

( E[rCm )
T j---- — ----  — 1 | are given in Table 3. Alternatively, the loss in efficiency can

be expressed in term s of the num ber of families, s, in the initial analysis, where

l E[ r ( t ) ]  ) .
T  — sn, and s <------- ——---- — 1/ is also listed in Table 3. I t turns out that this

( r( t )  '
la tte r quantity is little affected by family size or heritability; and for half-sib 
families the loss in efficiency is roughly 0.3/s or 30/5%, i. e. about 1% for an 
analysis involving 30 sires families. In the specific example we considered earlier, 
the loss in efficiency is 3,9/T  or 0.24/s, slightly higher than the figure of 3.1 /T  we 
obtained since the design for the heritability analysis is no longer optimal.

In an experim ent of reasonable size, say involving 1000 or more individuals, 
the loss in efficiency in computing the index therefore turns out to be rather 
small. Thus we find tha t such indices for single traits are ra ther robust, support
ing the conclusions of H arris (1964) and A. H. R. P ease and others (Pig Industry 
Development Authority, 1965).

There are many ram ifications of this general problem which can be covered, 
in particular the cases w here family sizes are unequal and there is different 
inform ation on each individual. The general approach seems a useful way, how
ever, of putting  errors of heritability estimates into the context of efficiency of 
selection.
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SUMMARY

Some of the lim itations on the use of heritability are discussed, but most of 
the paper is devoted to the design of experiments for heritability estimation, and 
to the effect of errors of heritability estim ates on the accuracy of selection indices 
using individual and family information.

When it is possible to establish an experiment specifically to estim ate herit
ability, the m ost efficient procedure is almost always to use a regression estim ator, 
and practise high and low selection among the parents. This can not be used 
when param eters on several tra its are required.

The expected loss of accuracy in an index using family inform ation is propor
tional to the variance of the heritability estimate. For example, when the estimate 
is made in a design with half sib families of the same size as are subsequently
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used for selection, the fraction of the accuracy lost is about 30/s %, where s 
families are used to estimate the heritability initially.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Es werden einige der Beschrankungen diskutiert, die bei der Anwendung von 
Heritabilitatskoeffizienten zu beachten sind. Der Groflteil der Arbeit ist jedoch 
der Planung von Experimenten zur H eritabilitatsschatzung gewidmet und dem 
Effekt des Schatzfehlers der H eritabilitat auf die Genauigkeit von Selektionsindices 
fiir Eigenleistung und Familiendurchschnitt.

Wenn es moglich ist, ein Experiment gezielt fiir eine H eritabilititatsschatzung 
auszurichten, ist beinahe im m er ein Regressionskoeffizient der genaueste Schatz- 
wert, und es sollte in der Elterngeneration in entgegengesetzter Richtung selektiert 
werdn. So kann jdoch nicht vorgegangen werden, wenn Schatzwerte fiir m ehr 
als ein Merkmal gewiinscht werden.

Die erw artete Verringerung der Genauigkeit eines Index, in den der Familien
durchschnitt eingeht, ist proportional zur Varianz des H eritabilitatsschatzw ertes. 
Wenn die H eritabilitat zum Beispiel an H albgeschwistergruppen geschatzt wird, 
die vom gleichen Umfang sind wie die der Selektion unterw orfenen Gruppen, 
dann betragt der Anteil des Genauigkeitsverlustes ungefahr 30/s% , wobei 5 die 
Anzahl der Familien ist.

RESUME

Quelques-unes des limitations a l’utilisation de l’heritabilite sont discutees mais 
la plus grande partie  de l’etude est consacree au plan d’experiences pour l ’estima- 
tion de l’heritabilite et a 1’effet d ’erreurs d ’estim ation d ’heritabilite sur la precision 
d’indices de selection utilisant des inform ations individuelle et familiale.

Quand il est possible d’etablir une experience specifiquement pour estim er 
l’heritabilite, le procede le plus efficace est presque toujours d’utiliser un estima- 
teur de regression et de pratiquer une haute et basse selection parm i les parents. 
Cela ne peut pas etre utilise quand des param etres sur plusieurs caracteres sont 
requis.

La perte prevue de precision dans un index utilisation des inform ation familia- 
les est proportionelle a la variance de l ’estim ation d’heritabilite. Par example, 
quand l’estim ation est faite dans un plan avec des families de demi freres de 
la meme taille que celle utilisee apres pour la selection la fraction de la precision 
perdue est environ 30/s % oil s families sont initiallem ent utilises pour estim er 
l'heritabilite.
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